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1.  Analyzing Claims, Evidence, and Reasoning (6 ELA) RI6.8          
4.0 The student could: 

• Critique at least two argument texts to determine which author has best supported his/her argument (for example, 
evaluate the argument Stefan Etienne makes in “Teens and Technology Share a Future” (pp. 207-208), compared to 
the argument of Leena Khan in “The Black Hole of Technology” (pp. 215-217); analyze which author best 
supported his/her claim(s) then justify reasoning with textual evidence).  

3.5 In addition to score 3.0 performance, partial success at score 4.0 content 

3.0 The student will: 
T1—RI6.8 – Trace and evaluate argument and specific claims presented in an informational text (for 
example, trace Stefan Etienne’s argument and claims in “Teens and Technology Share a Future” and evaluate if the 
reasons and evidence he provides fully support his claims, pp. 207-208). 
T2—RI6.8 – Distinguish claims that are supported by evidence and reasoning from claims that are not in an 
informational text (for example, distinguish the claims that are supported by evidence and reasoning, from those 
that are not supported, in Stefan Etienne’s “Teens and Technology Share a Future,” pp. 207-208).  

2.5 No major errors or omissions regarding score 2.0 content, and partial success at score 3.0 content 

2.0 F1—The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example, argument, claim, evidence) and perform 
foundational processes such as: 
• Define a claim, pp. 232, R43. 
• Explain the purpose of a claim.  
• Annotate the areas in a text where the author presents his/her claim.  
F2—The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example, claim, evidence, explanation, logical, 
reasoning) and perform foundational processes such as: 
• Differentiate between different types of evidence (such as, facts, statistics, anecdotes, quotations from experts, and 
examples, p. 229). 
• Annotate the explanation or reasons an author gives that connects a piece of evidence to a claim. 
• Identify claims that are lacking evidence. 
• Identify evidence that is not supported by logical reasons. 

1.5 Partial success at score 2.0 content, and major errors or omissions regarding score 3.0 content 

1.0 With help, partial success at score 2.0 content and score 3.0 content 

0.5 With help, partial success at score 2.0 content but not at score 3.0 content 

0.0 Even with help, no success 
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2. Analyzing Ideas and Themes (6 ELA) RL6.1, 2; RI6.1, 2    
4.0 The student could: 

• Explore how a theme or central idea would be different if specific details of a text were changed (for example, 
explore how a theme of the text, “Hachiko: The True Story of a Loyal Dog” by Pamela Turner, would be different 
if Hachiko had not returned to the station after Dr. Ueno’s death but had instead gone on to enjoy life with Dr. 
Ueno’s relatives in a new town, pp. 119-121). 

3.5 In addition to score 3.0 performance, partial success at score 4.0 content 
3.0 The student will: 

T1a—RL6.2 – Determine a theme or central idea of a literary text and how it is conveyed by specific details 
(for example, determine a theme or central idea from a poem and explain how specific details convey this theme in 
Jaqueline Woodson’s from Brown Girl Dreaming, pp. 13-19).  
T1b—RI6.2 – Determine the central idea of an informational text and how it is conveyed by specific details 
(for example, determine the central idea in “Declaration of the Rights of the Child” by the United Nations General 
Assembly and provide specific details from the text that support the central idea, pp. 43-45).  
T2a—RL6.2 – Provide an objective summary of a literary text with supporting details (for example, provide 
an objective summary of “Wagon Train at Dusk,” to include main characters, setting details, primary conflict, and 
important events, pp. 6-7).  
T2b—RI6.2 – Provide an objective summary of an informational text with supporting details (for example, 
provide an objective summary from My Life with the Chimpanzees by Jane Goodall to specify the central idea and 
supporting details, pp. 101-110).  
T3a—RL6.1 – Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what a literary text says explicitly as well as 
inferences drawn from the text (for example, cite textual evidence of both explicit and inferential examples to 
support analysis of why the narrator lies in “sometimes” and “uncle robert”  from Brown Girl Dreaming by 
Jacqueline Woodson, pp. 16-17). 
T3b—RI6.1 – Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what an informational text says explicitly as well as 
inferences drawn from the text (for example, cite textual evidence of both explicit and inferential information to 
support analysis of why the United Nations adopted the “Declaration of the Rights of the Child,” pp. 43-45). 

2.5 No major errors or omissions regarding score 2.0 content, and partial success at score 3.0 content 
2.0 F1—The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example, central idea, details) and perform 

foundational processes such as: 
• Identify where the central idea is introduced in a literary or informational text, p. 66. 
• State how details from a text impact the central idea, p.66. 
• Annotate important names, places, actions, or ideas that relate to the central idea in a text. 
F2—The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example, objective, summary, details) and 
perform foundational processes such as: 
• Identify which elements of a text should be included in a summary (for example, who, what, when, where, why, 
and how should be mentioned in a summary), p. 227.  
• Explain what happens at the beginning, middle, and end of a text. 
F3—The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example, evidence, explicit, inference, reasoning) 
and perform foundational processes such as: 
• Explain the process of making an inference, p. R45.  
• Refer to a text to support ideas and inferences. 
• Annotate textual evidence that support ideas and inferences. 

1.5 Partial success at score 2.0 content, and major errors or omissions regarding score 3.0 content 
1.0 With help, partial success at score 2.0 content and score 3.0 content 
0.5 With help, partial success at score 2.0 content but not at score 3.0 content 
0.0 Even with help, no success 
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3. Analyzing Language (6 ELA)   RL6.4, 11b, 12; RI6.4, 11b, 12      
4.0 The student could:  

• Analyze how figurative, descriptive, and literal language develop a reader’s perception of a topic (for example, 
analyze lines 5-7 of “gifted” in Jacqueline Woodsons’s from Brown Girl Dreaming, determine why the author 
chose to repeat the words “Odella has,” and evaluate the effect this repetition has on the reader; rewrite this 
passage using another technique to gain the same effect, p. 15).  

3.5 In addition to score 3.0 performance, partial success at score 4.0 content 

3.0 
The student will: 
T1a—RL6.11b – Determine denotative meanings of words and phrases in a literary text using roots, affixes, 
context, or reference materials (for example, determine the meaning of unknown words and phrases, such as 
sulkily, diorama, and Conestoga wagon in “Wagon Train at Dusk,” pp. 6-7, para. 2, 3, 8).  
T1b—RI6.11b – Determine denotative meanings of words and phrases in an informational text using roots, 
affixes, context, or reference materials (for example, determine the meaning of unknown words and phrases, 
such as entitled, enactment, and compulsory in “Declaration of the Rights of the Child,” pp. 43-44, para. 2, 3, 8).   
T2a—RL6.4 – Determine connotative meanings of words and phrases in a literary text and analyze their 
impact on tone and mood (for example, determine why the words “The dog ate my diorama.” is so funny to the 
author of “Wagon Train at Dusk” as he tries to picture explaining his demolished project to his teacher, p. 7, para. 
9-10).   
T2b—RI6.4 – Determine connotative and technical meanings of words and phrases in an informational text 
(for example, determine the meaning of the words, “... I am living my dream every day.” to explain how Michaela 
feels about her current life in “Michaela DePrince: The War Orphan Who Became a Ballerina” by William 
Kremer, p. 51, para. 2).  

T3a—RL6.12 – Demonstrate understanding of figurative language in a literary text and analyze its impact 
on word relationships (for example, demonstrate how the author of “Wagon Train at Dusk” uses figurative 
language to create a humorous tone, pp. 6-7).  

T3b—RI6.12 – Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word relationships, and nuances in word 
meanings in an informational text (for example, demonstrate understanding of what author Walter Dean Myers 
means when in from Bad Boy when he writes, “Away from books, I was, at times, almost desperate to fill up the 
spaces of my life. Books filled those spaces for me,” p. 62, para 3).  

2.5 No major errors or omissions regarding score 2.0 content, and partial success at score 3.0 content 

2.0 F1—The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example, denotative, affix, root, suffix, context) 
and perform foundational processes such as: 
• Annotate words or phrases that might signal an example or definition of an unknown word in context (such as, 
for instance, that is, which means). 
• Define common Greek and Latin roots, prefixes, and suffixes, pp. R62, R63, R68. 
• Give examples of words containing common Greek and Latin roots, prefixes, and suffixes, pp. R62, R63. 
F2—The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example, connotative, negative, positive, 
technical, tone, mood) and perform foundational processes such as: 
• Give examples of synonyms that have the same denotative meaning but different connotative meanings (such as, 
aroma and stench, p. 149). 
• Annotate sentences or phrases in a text that elaborate or clarify the connotative meaning of a word. 
• Describe an image or emotion associated with the connotative meaning of a word or phrase, p. 149.  
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• Identify words with technical meanings in context tied to a specific field or subject area (for example, 
microchips, trigonometry, pixels, p. 206). 
F3—The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example, literal, impact, relationship) and 
perform foundational processes such as: 
• Identify different types of figurative language in context (such as, simile, metaphor, personification, 
onomatopoeia, and alliteration), pp. 75, 377, R44. 
• Annotate sentences or phrases in a text that elaborate or clarify the meaning of figurative language. 
• Annotate sentences containing nuances in word meanings (such as, surmise, presume, and speculate), pp. 289, 
line 24, 310. 

1.5 Partial success at score 2.0 content, and major errors or omissions regarding score 3.0 content 

1.0 With help, partial success at score 2.0 content and score 3.0 content 

0.5 With help, partial success at score 2.0 content but not at score 3.0 content 

0.0 Even with help, no success 
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4. Analyzing Narratives (6 ELA) RL6.3 
4.0 The student could:   

• Evaluate the relationship between historical fiction and informational text (for example, investigate the actual 
story of Hachiko and determine what parts of Pamela S. Turner’s story “Hachiko: The True Story of a Loyal Dog” 
are true versus which parts are fictional and infer why the author chose to write the story as historical fiction as 
opposed to informational text, pp. 119-121).  

3.5 In addition to score 3.0 performance, partial success at score 4.0 content 
3.0 The student will: 

T1—RL6.3 – Describe how a conflict develops in a literary text (for example, describe how a conflict in Pamela 
S. Turner’s “Hachiko: The True Story of a Loyal Dog” develops over the course of the story, pp. 119-120).  
T2—RL6.3 – Describe how a setting develops in a literary text (for example, describe how specific words, 
images, and events of the setting in Pamela S. Turner’s “Hachiko: The True Story of a Loyal Dog” develop the 
story as historical fiction, pp. 119-120).  
T3—RL6.3 – Describe how a character develops in response to plot development in a literary text (for 
example, describe how Kentaro changes as events unfold in Pamela S. Turner’s “Hachiko: The True Story of a 
Loyal Dog,” pp. 119-120).  

2.5 No major errors or omissions regarding score 2.0 content, and partial success at score 3.0 content 
2.0 F1—The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example, conflict, plot, turning point/climax, 

resolution, pp.169, 354) and perform foundational processes such as: 
• Review types of conflicts in narrative texts (such as, external conflict, internal conflict), pp. R43, R44. 
• Recognize the main conflict and how it is introduced in a text, p. 123. 
• Identify the turning point/climax of a narrative, p. R43. 
• Describe how a conflict is resolved in a text, p. R46. 
F2—The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example, setting, time, place, p. 123) and perform 
foundational processes such as: 
• Identify details that describe the setting of a text, p.33  
• Explain how a setting can affect characters’ actions, thoughts, and feelings, p.33.  
• Explain how a setting can impact the conflict, p.33. 
F3—The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example, major, minor, conflict) and perform 
foundational processes such as: 
• Identify the major and minor characters in a text, p. R43. 
• Identify an event in a text where a character shows a new or changed behavior, attitude, or action. 
• Annotate areas of the text that show how the characters respond to the conflict. 

1.5 Partial success at score 2.0 content, and major errors or omissions regarding score 3.0 content 
1.0 With help, partial success at score 2.0 content and score 3.0 content 
0.5 With help, partial success at score 2.0 content but not at score 3.0 content 
0.0 Even with help, no success 
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5. Analyzing Point of View (6 ELA) RL6.6, RI6.6  
4.0 The student could:  

• Explore how a text’s purpose changes when written from an alternate point of view (for example, write 
Jacqueline Woodson’s poem “sometimes” from Brown Girl Dreaming from her absent father’s point of view or her 
poem “gifted” from her sister’s point of view). 

3.5 In addition to score 3.0 performance, partial success at score 4.0 content 
3.0 The student will: 

T1—RL6.6 – Explain how an author develops the point of view of the narrator or speaker in a literary text  
(for example, explain how Arthur C. Clarke develops the narrator’s point of view about the connection he made 
between how he was feeling and the canary's condition in “Feathered Friend,” p.197, para. 20). 
T2—RI6.6   Determine an author’s point of view and explain how it is conveyed in an informational text (for 
example, determine the author’s point of view in Jacqueline Woodson’s poem “brooklyn rain” and explain how her 
feelings about the rain in Greenville versus the rain in Brooklyn are conveyed in from Brown Girl Dreaming, pp. 
13-14).  

2.5 No major errors or omissions regarding score 2.0 content, and partial success at score 3.0 content 
2.0 F1—The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example, point of view, pronouns, perspective, 

narrator, dialogue) and perform foundational processes such as: 
• Describe the difference between first-, second-, and third-person points of view, pp. 354, R46. 
• Identify pronouns that indicate which point of view is being used in a text, pp. 354, R46. 
• Annotate the speaker or narrator’s thoughts and/or feelings about certain characters, events, or ideas in a text.  
F2—The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example, narrator, central idea, fact, opinion) 
and perform foundational processes such as: 
• Identify facts the author incorporates to support a point of view. 
• Explain how an author’s word choice adds to understanding of an event, person, or idea in a text, p. 35 
• Identify places in a text where an author includes information from other sources to support the central idea. 

1.5 Partial success at score 2.0 content, and major errors or omissions regarding score 3.0 content 
1.0 With help, partial success at score 2.0 content and score 3.0 content 
0.5 With help, partial success at score 2.0 content but not at score 3.0 content 
0.0 Even with help, no success 
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6. Analyzing Text Organization and Structure (6 ELA) RL6.5, RI6.3, 5  
4.0 The student could:     

• Critique the effectiveness of a text’s organization in supporting its central idea or theme (for example, 
deliver a critical analysis of why from My Life with the Chimpanzees is more effective when written as a 
memoir by Jane Goodall herself instead of an editorial written by a reporter, pp. 101-110).  

3.5 In addition to score 3.0 performance, partial success at score 4.0 content 
3.0 The student will: 

T1a—RL6.5 – Analyze how a sentence, chapter, scene, or stanza of a literary text contributes to the overall 
organizational structure and development of the theme, setting, or plot (for example, analyze how the final 
paragraph of the short story “Hachiko: The True Story of a Loyal Dog” by Pamela S. Turner contributes to the 
development of a theme, p. 121, para. 31).   
T1b—RI6.5 – Analyze how a sentence, paragraph, chapter, or section of an informational text contributes to 
the overall organizational structure and development of the ideas (for example, analyze how Jane Goodall’s 
observations in from My Life With the Chimpanzees contributed to the way scientists changed their thinking about 
the intelligence of chimpanzees, p. 106, para. 38-39).  
T2—RI6.3 – Analyze how a key individual, event, or idea of an informational text is conveyed by specific 
details (for example, analyze how each paragraph of “Reading Buddies” conveys background, examples, and 
anecdotes to further expand on the thesis of the text, pp. 94-95).  

2.5 No major errors or omissions regarding score 2.0 content, and partial success at score 3.0 content 
2.0 F1—The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example, stanza, scene, section, text structures, 

theme, plot) and perform foundational processes such as: 
• Identify the central characters, setting, and primary conflict in a literary text, pp. 352, R18.  
• State the details from a text that impact the theme in a literary text, p. 74.  
• Identify the structure elements of a poem, (such as, stanza, line, line length, line break), p. 148. 
• Determine the key idea(s), repeated ideas, or situations expressed by the author to help identify the theme, pp. 
123, 148, 460. 
• Determine the purpose of different text structures (such as, description, sequence, causation, problem/solution, 
comparison), pp. 34, 387.  
• Identify transitional words in a sentence or section that indicate an informational text structure: description, 
sequence, causation, problem/solution, or comparison,, p. 231.  
F2—The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example, title, headings, subheadings, captions, 
text features) and perform foundational processes such as: 
• Identify the key individual(s) and/or events to determine the main idea in informational text, pp. 66, 385, 425. 
• Identify supporting details, such as, background information, facts, and examples.  
• Describe how details from an informational text support the topic. 

1.5 Partial success at score 2.0 content, and major errors or omissions regarding score 3.0 content 
1.0 With help, partial success at score 2.0 content and score 3.0 content 
0.5 With help, partial success at score 2.0 content but not at score 3.0 content 
0.0 Even with help, no success 
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7. Audience, Purpose, and Task (6 ELA) W6.4            
4.0 The student could:   

• Demonstrate how different audiences create the need for changes to a specific task and purpose, (for example, 
when debating about uniforms in schools, construct an argument to be presented to the principal, and one 
presented to peers. Write a critique on how the task or purpose changes when presenting before adults versus 
presenting before peers). 

3.5 In addition to score 3.0 performance, partial success at score 4.0 content 
3.0 The student will: 

T1—W6.4 – Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are 
appropriate for a specific audience (for example, write an editorial that states and supports a position on the 
Performance Task question: “Do electronic devices and online access really improve our lives?”, pp. 228-229).  
T2—W6.4 – Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are 
appropriate for a specific purpose (for example, write an argument with a claim and supporting evidence that 
argues whether technology is beneficial or harmful based on Stefan Etienne’s blog “Teens and Technology Share 
a Future,” pp. 207-208).  
T3—W6.4 – Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are 
appropriate to the task (for example, write a brief how-to explanatory paragraph explaining how Jane Goodall 
gained the chimpanzees’ trust in from My Life with Chimpanzees, pp. 101-110). 

2.5 No major errors or omissions regarding score 2.0 content, and partial success at score 3.0 content 
2.0 F1—The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example, audience, style, prompt, word choice) 

and perform foundational processes such as:  
• Identify who the audience might be for the given prompt.  
• Brainstorm word choice and style for assigned writing that appeals to a specific audience.  
F2—The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example, purpose, development) and perform 
foundational processes such as: 
• Identify the reason for writing, such as, to inform, argue, entertain, describe, or express feelings, p. 113. 
• Gather evidence that support the specific purpose of the writing, pp. 229, 435.  
F3— The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example, task, organization) and perform 
foundational processes such as: 
• Identify the task for the given prompt (for example, a letter, a blog, an editorial, etc.).  
• Use a graphic organizer appropriate to the task to frame the writing. 

1.5 Partial success at score 2.0 content, and major errors or omissions regarding score 3.0 content 
1.0 With help, partial success at score 2.0 content and score 3.0 content 
0.5 With help, partial success at score 2.0 content but not at score 3.0 content 
0.0 Even with help, no success 
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8. Comparing Texts (6 ELA)   RL6.7, 9; RI6.7, 9 
4.0 The student could:                                      

• Form a hypothesis based on evidence from multiple sources (for example, compare Jane Goodall’s observations of 
chimps in the excerpt from My Life With the Chimpanzees and Lu Gao’s observations of orangutans in “TED-Ed: How 
Smart are Orangutans” to form a hypothesis on primate intelligence. Determine what can be inferred about the 
similarities and differences between human and primate intelligence and present an informational speech with 
evidence that supports the hypothesis, pp.101-110, myPerspectives Video Library). 

3.5 In addition to score 3.0 performance, partial success at score 4.0 content 

3.0 The student will: 

T1a—RL6.9 – Compare and contrast how literary texts from different genres (e.g. [exempli gratia] stories and 
poems, historical novels and fantasy stories) address similar themes and topics (for example, compare and 
contrast the themes in the memoir from Bad Boy by Walter Dean Myers with the poem “I Was a Skinny Tomboy Kid” 
by Alma Luz Villanueva, pp. 61-63 and pp. 69-71).    
T1b—RI6.9 – Compare and contrast one author’s presentation of events with that of another in informational 
texts (e.g. memoir and biography of the same person) (for example, compare and contrast the blog post, “The Black 
Hole of Technology” by Leena Khan, with the media podcast, “Bored... and Brilliant? A Challenge to Disconnect from 
Your Phone” from NPR, pp. 215-217 and p. 257).  
T2a—RL.6.7 – Compare and contrast the experience of reading a literary text (story, drama, or poem) to 
listening or watching an audio, live, or digital version (for example, compare and contrast the poem, “Jabberwocky” 
by Lewis Carroll with the media connection and the 1983 performance of “Jabberwocky,” pp. 373-374). 
T2b—RI6.7 – Integrate information presented in different informational texts, media, or formats to develop a 
coherent understanding of a topic or issue (for example, integrate information in the video “The Internet of Things” 
by IBM Social Media with “Is Our Gain Also Our Loss?” a blogpost by Cailin Loesch to develop an understanding of 
the Unit 3 Essential Question, p. 225 and pp. 249-251).   

2.5 No major errors or omissions regarding score 2.0 content, and partial success at score 3.0 content 

2.0 F1—The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example, genre, compare, contrast, theme, topic) and 
perform foundational processes such as: 
• Describe different genres of literary text, (for example, fantasy, historical fiction, realistic fiction), p. R45.  
• Describe different genres of informational texts (for example, memoir, editorial, biography, autobiography, journal 
article), see Nonfiction p. R45. 
• Identify passages in two or more literary texts that address a similar theme. 
• Identify important event(s) or ideas two informational texts share (for example, use a graphic organizer to make 
comparisons between two or more informational texts). 
F2—The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example, audio, element, pacing, representation) and 
perform foundational processes such as: 
• Compare how ideas are presented in a text to how they are presented by audio or video. 
• Identify details from a literary text that are missing from or added to its audio or visual representation. 
• List key ideas from multiple informational sources that connect to a common topic or issue. 

1.5 Partial success at score 2.0 content, and major errors or omissions regarding score 3.0 content 

1.0 With help, partial success at score 2.0 content and score 3.0 content 

0.5 With help, partial success at score 2.0 content but not at score 3.0 content 

0.0 Even with help, no success 
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9. Editing (6 ELA) W6.11 

 

 

 

 

 

4.0 Using his/her own writing, the student could: 
• Create a high-quality, engaging tutorial that could be used by 6th grade peers to aid in the understanding of 
common mistakes in formal writing, such as, grammar, spelling, punctuation, and capitalization errors (for 
example, write a hip hop-style rhyme to aid peers in identifying incorrect homophones and text lingo in their own 
writing). 

3.5 In addition to score 3.0 performance, partial success at score 4.0 content 
3.0 The student will use his/her own writing to: 

T1—W6.11 – Edit for capitalization and correct spelling (for example, correctly capitalize titles, proper nouns, 
and proper adjectives in context). 
T2—W6.11a – Use punctuation (commas, parentheses, dashes) to set off nonrestrictive/parenthetical 
elements when writing (for example, include a dash in writing as shown in this quote: “It was when I first set foot 
on the shingle and sand beach of Chimpanzee Land — that is, Gombe National Park,” from My Life With the 
Chimpanzees by Jane Goodall, p. 101, para. 1).   

2.5 No major errors or omissions regarding score 2.0 content, and partial success at score 3.0 content 
2.0 F1—The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example, capitalize, proper adjective, proper 

noun, quote) and perform foundational processes such as: 
• Recognize when to capitalize (for example, proper nouns, pronoun I, titles, or first word in a quote), pp. 125, R61. 
• Spell all words correctly, including explicitly taught vocabulary, pp. 125, R62, R63. 
• Explain the correct usage of homophones that are frequently confused (such as, their, they’re, there) pp. R59, 
R60. 
F2—The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example, address, introductory, lists, 
nonessential) and perform foundational processes such as: 
• Identify nonessential elements in a sentence, p. 115.    
• Identify introductory words, lists, phrases, and clauses in a sentence that should be set off by a comma, p. R61. 
• Recognize how dashes are used in a text to emphasize important points, pp. 115, R62. 

1.5 Partial success at score 2.0 content, and major errors or omissions regarding score 3.0 content 
1.0 With help, partial success at score 2.0 content and score 3.0 content 
0.5 With help, partial success at score 2.0 content but not at score 3.0 content 
0.0 Even with help, no success 
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10. Generating Claims, Evidence, and Reasoning (6 ELA) W6.1   
4.0 The student could: 

• Produce an argument that elevates mastery of the targets by generating writing that is polished, cohesive, and 
shows depth of analysis (for example, see the Unit 3 Launch Text, “That’s Not Progress,” p. 188). 

3.5 In addition to score 3.0 performance, partial success at score 4.0 content 

3.0 The student will: 
T1—W6.1a – Introduce an argument that includes a claim and establish a formal style written in the third-
person point of view (for example, write an effective claim in an introduction using formal style. In order to help 
guide the student’s personal argument writing, analyze the exemplar model argument, “Celebrities Should Try to 
Be Better Role Models,” p. R10). 
T2—W6.1b – Support the claim using clear reasons, relevant evidence, and credible sources to demonstrate 
understanding of the topic or text (for example, use relevant evidence and clear reasons to support a claim from 
credible sources. In order to help guide the student’s personal argument writing, analyze the exemplar model 
argument, “Celebrities Should Try to Be Better Role Models,” p. R10). 
T3—W6.1c – Use words, phrases, and clauses to clarify the relationship between the claim and reasons (for 
example, use transitions to show how the ideas are related. In order to help guide the student’s personal argument 
writing, analyze the exemplar model argument, “Celebrities Should Try to Be Better Role Models,” p. R10). 
T4—W6.1e – Provide a concluding statement or section that logically follows from the argument presented 
in a text while maintaining a formal style written in the third-person point of view (for example, clearly restate 
the claim and the most powerful points presented in the argument while maintaining a formal style. In order to help 
guide the student’s personal argument writing, analyze the exemplar model argument, “Celebrities Should Try to 
Be Better Role Models,” p. R10). 

2.5 No major errors or omissions regarding score 2.0 content, and partial success at score 3.0 content 

2.0 F1—The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example, purpose, claim, introduction) and 
perform foundational processes such as: 
• Explain the purpose of a claim. 
• Clarify the difference between a fact and an opinion. 
• Use keywords from a prompt to generate ideas for a possible claim or position on a topic. 
• Understand the difference between formal academic writing and non-formal writing, pp. 232, 437.  
F2—The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example, reasons, relevant, credible, evidence) 
and perform foundational processes such as: 
• Identify clear reasons that support a claim. 
• Determine relevant and strong evidence for a claim (such as, facts, statistics, anecdotes, quotations from 
authorities, and examples) p. 229. 
• List criteria for a credible source, pp. R25, R26. 
 F3—The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example, phrases, clauses, transition, clarify, 
relationship) and perform foundational processes such as: 
• Identify transition words and phrases that show specific relationships among ideas (for example, to show effect: 
therefore, consequently, thus, or as a result; for additional examples), pp. 231, R31.  
• Understand how independent and dependent clauses can clarify meaning, p. 221.   
• Explain the relationships between claims and reasons with independent and dependent clauses (for example, 
subordinating conjunctions introduce a dependent clause: after, although, because, before, if, since, unless, until, 
when, and whether), pp. 221, 231, R31. 
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F4—The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example, logical, conclusion) and perform 
foundational processes such as: 
• Explain the purpose of a conclusion in argumentative texts, (for example, call to action, offer a solution, or make a 
prediction.) 
• Rephrase the claim from the introduction, pp. 130, 230. 
• Identify elements of a formal conclusion (see “Celebrities Should Try to Be Better Role Models,” p. R10). 

1.5 Partial success at score 2.0 content, and major errors or omissions regarding score 3.0 content 

1.0 With help, partial success at score 2.0 content and score 3.0 content 

0.5 With help, partial success at score 2.0 content but not at score 3.0 content 

0.0 Even with help, no success 
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11. Generating Narratives (6 ELA)    W6.3  

4.0 The student could: 
• Adapt a narrative so that it is told from the perspective of a different character (for example, adapt Pamela S. Turner’s 
text “Hachiko: The True Story of a Loyal Dog,” written from Hachiko’s point of view; use description, dialogue, and 
transitions to show how this character reacts, thinks about, and engages with the conflict in the narrative, pp. 119-121).  

3.5 In addition to score 3.0 performance, partial success at score 4.0 content 
3.0 The student will: 

T1—W6.3a – Provide an introduction that engages the reader (for example, write an introduction to establish 
character(s) and setting in a sequence that unfolds logically using formal style. In order to help guide the student’s 
personal narrative writing, analyze the exemplar narrative model, “Mind-Scissors,” p. R22, para.1). 
T2—W6.3b – Use relevant descriptions, dialogue, and sensory language to convey events, experiences, settings, 
and characters in real or imagined experiences or events (for example, use relevant descriptions, dialogue, and 
sensory language to convey the character’s experience and growth. In order to help guide the student’s personal 
narrative writing, analyze the exemplar narrative model, “Mind-Scissors,” p. R22, para 2). 
T3—W6.3c – Use a variety of transitions to signal shifts in time or setting (for example, determine how events in 
the narrative progress in logical order and are linked by clear transitions. In order to help guide the student’s personal 
narrative writing, analyze the exemplar narrative model, “Mind-Scissors,” p. R22, para 3). 
T4—W6.3e – Provide a conclusion that accomplishes a sense of closure (for example, provide a conclusion to 
briefly summarize events and/or character development and provide a sense of closure. In order to help guide the 
student’s personal narrative writing, analyze the exemplar narrative model, “Mind-Scissors,” p. R22 para. 10).  

2.5 No major errors or omissions regarding score 2.0 content, and partial success at score 3.0 content 
2.0 F1—The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example, narrator, hook, characters, setting, conflict) 

and perform foundational processes such as: 
• Explain the purpose of an introduction, p. R22. 
• Brainstorm ideas for possible characters, settings, and conflicts, p. 33, 169, 353. 
• Determine the narrator and the point of view from which the story will be told, p. 354.  
F2—The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example, descriptive detail, dialogue, sensory 
language) and perform foundational processes such as: 
• Identify words that appeal to the senses to describe the characters, settings, or events, p. 22. 
• Describe how sensory language helps to establish deeper understanding of characters, settings, or events, p. 22. 
• Annotate dialogue that is used in a narrative, pp. 36, R44. 
• Recognize the proper use of informal language in purposeful narrative writing (for example, regional dialect, 
contractions, slang). 
F3—The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example transition, sequence, shift, time) and perform 
foundational processes such as: 
• Identify possible transitions that could add clarity to signal a shift in time or place (for example, meanwhile, before, 
last week, later that day at school), p. 34. 
• Annotate passages in a text where the setting or time shifts. 
F4—The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example, accomplish, conclusion, resolution) and 
perform foundational processes such as: 
• Explain the purpose of a conclusion in narrative texts, p. 354. 
• List ideas for wrapping up events in a story. 
• Recognize story details that must be resolved. 
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1.5 Partial success at score 2.0 content, and major errors or omissions regarding score 3.0 content 
1.0 With help, partial success at score 2.0 content and score 3.0 content 
0.5 With help, partial success at score 2.0 content but not at score 3.0 content 
0.0 Even with help, no success 
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12. Generating Text Organization and Structure (6 ELA) W6.2 
4.0 The student could: 

• Select an informational text or a multi-media presentation and rewrite it independently using a new text structure (for 
example, using Jane Goodall’s from My Life With the Chimpanzees memoir as inspiration, rewrite a section of her 
story as historical fiction that includes accurate historical elements, key details, descriptive language, and dialogue, pp. 
101-109). 

3.5 In addition to score 3.0 performance, partial success at score 4.0 content 
3.0 The student will: 

T1—W6.2a – Introduce a topic and establish a formal style written in the third-person point of view (for 
example, analyze how the author introduces the topic of daily exercise using a problem/solution structure in the 
exemplar informational writing model in “Kids, School and Exercise: Problems and Solutions,” p. R16, para. 1). 

T2—W6.2d – Use a specific text structure to organize writing (such as definition, classification, 
comparison/contrast, and cause/effect) and include appropriate transitions (for example, use a specific text 
structure such as problem/solution with appropriate transition words. In order to help guide the student’s personal 
writing, analyze the exemplar informational writing model, “Kids, School and Exercise: Problems and Solutions,” p. 
R16). 
T3—W6.2b – Use text features and formatting to organize and develop ideas with relevant information (for 
example, use effective text features to format, organize and develop ideas with relevant information in an informative 
multimedia presentation based on the text “Black Cowboy, Wild Horses,” p.171). 
T4—W6.2f – Write a conclusion that logically follows the information presented in a text while maintaining a 
formal style written in the third-person point of view (for example, analyze how the author restates key points 
while maintaining a formal style in the conclusion of the informational writing model, “Kids, School and Exercise: 
Problems and Solutions,” p. R16, para. 6). 

2.5 No major errors or omissions regarding score 2.0 content, and partial success at score 3.0 content 
2.0 F1—The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example, introduction, evidence, hook, purpose, 

thesis) and perform foundational processes such as: 
• Explain the purpose of an introduction paragraph, topic sentence, and thesis statement, pp.129, R47. 
• Use keywords from a prompt to generate ideas for possible thesis statements or positions on a topic. 
• List possible ways to write an engaging introduction (for example, by using an anecdote, fact, or an interesting 
question written in third-person). 
• Identify possible text features that can be used to add clarity and information to a text (such as, chart, graph, image, 
caption). 
F2—The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example, body paragraphs, text structure, transition, 
topic sentence) and perform foundational processes such as: 
• Identify examples of different text structures in informational/explanatory texts.  
• Identify transition words and phrases that relate to a writing structure, sequence structure, causation structure, 
problem/solution structure, comparison structure, pp. 34, 77, 132, 231, 475.  
• Demonstrate how a set of ideas relates to one another and clarifies the structure (for example, using a graphic 
organizer to organize ideas). 
F3—The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example, caption, chart, graph, heading, text 
feature) and perform foundational processes such as: 
• Create an outline of the body paragraphs to organize subtopics of an informational text, p. 130. 
• Identify how charts, graphs, and tables organize and explain relevant information in text. 
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F4—The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example, conclusion, informative, explanatory,) and 
perform foundational processes such as: 
• Explain the purpose of a conclusion in informational and explanatory texts. 
• Generate ideas for a conclusion of an informative or explanatory text. 
• Rephrase the topic sentences and thesis statement from a text in the conclusion, pp. 130, 230. 
• Identify formal writing style in informational texts, p.132. 

1.5 Partial success at score 2.0 content, and major errors or omissions regarding score 3.0 content 
1.0 With help, partial success at score 2.0 content and score 3.0 content 
0.5 With help, partial success at score 2.0 content but not at score 3.0 content 
0.0 Even with help, no success 
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13. Parts of Speech (6 ELA) W6.10b-d 
4.0 The student could: 

• Rewrite a personal narrative and change the perspective from first-person to third-person, altering the pronouns to 
fit the new narrative (for example, rewrite the Unit 1 personal narrative as a third-person narrative focusing on 
pronoun usage, p. 32).   

3.5 In addition to score 3.0 performance, partial success at score 4.0 content 

3.0 The student will:  
T1—W6.10d – Use pronouns that match their antecedents in number and person (for example, use correct 
pronouns in number and person to match their antecedents, e.g. “Children are not responsible for their own 
education,” p. 48). 
T2—W6.10b – Use precise pronouns in the correct case (for example, use correct pronoun case within a 
sentence, e.g. “Amy told her story to him,” p. 131). 
T3—W6.10c – Use reflexive and intensive pronouns (for example, use reflexive and intensive pronouns 
correctly, e.g. “Emil and Maria were mad at themselves for losing the cat,” p. 58). 

2.5 No major errors or omissions regarding score 2.0 content, and partial success at score 3.0 content 

2.0 F1—The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example, antecedent, gender, number, person, 
pronoun) and perform foundational processes such as: 
• Classify first- and third-person pronouns to ensure agreement with the antecedent, p. 386.   
• Examine sentences to make sure every pronoun has a clear antecedent, p. 386, R57.   
F2—The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example, nominative case, objective case, 
possessive case) and perform foundational processes such as: 
• Identify nominative and objective pronouns in a sentence, p. 48. 
• Explain the proper choice of pronouns for the subject (for example, I, she, he) and object (for example, me, her, 
him) of a sentence, p. R58. 
• Clarify the difference between possessive pronouns and contractions (for example, its and it’s, your and you’re), 
p. R60. 
• Explain how to use possessive pronouns to show ownership (for example, “Theo works during his summer 
breaks,” p. 48). 
F3—The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example, intensive pronoun, reflexive pronoun) 
and perform foundational processes such as: 
• Identify an intensive pronoun in a sentence or text, p. 58. 
• Identify a reflexive pronoun in a sentence or text, p. 58. 
• Identify the antecedent for an intensive or reflexive pronoun, (for example, “Emil and Maria were mad at 
themselves for losing the cat,” p. 58). 
• Determine the function of intensive and reflexive pronouns in writing, p. 58. 

1.5 Partial success at score 2.0 content, and major errors or omissions regarding score 3.0 content 

1 With help, partial success at score 2.0 content and score 3.0 content 
0.5 With help, partial success at score 2.0 content but not at score 3.0 content 

0 Even with help, no success 
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14. Revision (6 ELA) W6.5, 10a, f 
4.0 Using his/her own writing, the student could: 

• Revise writing by assessing the strength of a Performance Based Assessment to elevate ideas and improve the 
focus by elaborating on key details and relevant information, incorporating transitions to clarify word 
relationships and differentiating sentence patterns (for example, review the exemplary launch texts in each unit 
as a model of publishable writing, e.g. “Wagon Train at Dusk,” pp. 6-7). 

3.5 In addition to score 3.0 performance, partial success at score 4.0 content 

3.0 The student will use his/her own writing to:  
T1—W6.5 – (With some guidance and support from adults and peers) incorporate transitions to clarify 
relationships and strengthen writing (for example, incorporate transitions such as similarly, therefore, as a 
result, however, or in contrast to explain and improve writing: “Eventually, I realized that the chimps I watched 
from the Peak were all part of one group — a community,” from My Life with the Chimpanzees, p. 103).  
T2—W6.10f – Incorporate domain-specific vocabulary and precise details (for example, incorporate 
domain-specific vocabulary such as, “panel,” “encapsulation,” and “speech balloon” in text about comics that 
includes precise details in the sentence, “The single panel comic, ‘Snowman Xing’, encapsulates Calvin’s sense 
of humor,” instead of simply stating, “The comic Calvin and Hobbes was funny,” Gallery of Calvin and 
Hobbes Comics, p. 29).   
T3—W6.10a – Revise sentence patterns to vary in length and complexity for meaning, interest, style and 
tone (for example, revise sentence patterns, vary sentence formulas, and include sentence complexity such as, 
“Delighted, I watched as my father emerged from behind the sliding glass door and walked into the baggage 
claim area,” instead of separate simple sentences: “I was happy to see my father at the airport,” and “My father 
walked out of the doors by the baggage claim area,” p. 35). 

2.5 No major errors or omissions regarding score 2.0 content, and partial success at score 3.0 content 

2.0 F1—The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example, incorporate, transition, clarify, 
word-relationships) and perform foundational processes such as: 
• Identify transition words and phrases that show word-relationships, p. 231.  
• Explain how transitions clarify relationships and strengthen writing, p.232. 
F2—The student will recognize or recall—specific vocabulary (for example, academic, domain-specific, 
precise) and perform foundational processes such as: 
• Identify domain-specific vocabulary to include in the writing (for example, utilize concept vocabulary words 
from Waldemar Januszczak’s “Monkey Master” to enhance writing when referring to the text, p. 152). 
• Identify informal vocabulary (such as, slang, abbreviations, contractions) and vague words that should be 
replaced with precise details and academic language, p. 36. 
F3—The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example, revise, sentence patterns, 
complexity) and perform foundational processes such as: 
• Identify simple, compound, and complex sentences to establish a variety of sentence patterns, pp. 343, R56. 
• Determine two simple sentences that can be combined into a longer and/or more complex sentence structure, 
pp. 343, 355. 
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 • Identify unnecessary words, phrases, or clauses that can be removed to clarify the writing.  
• Expand sentences to increase complexity and vary structure (for example, form a complex sentence by adding 
a subordinating clause to an independent clause), p. 343. 

 
 
 

Sentence Patterns 
Simple Sentences Compound Sentences Complex Sentences 

1. SV 
2. SSV 
3. SVV 
4. SSVV 

1. I, c I 
2. I; I 

 

1. D, I 
2. ID 

 

S = Subject, V= Verb, I= Independent Clause, D=Dependent Clause (introduced with a subordinating 
conjunction or relative pronoun), c=coordinating conjunction 
 

1.5 Partial success at score 2.0 content, and major errors or omissions regarding score 3.0 content 

1.0 With help, partial success at score 2.0 content and score 3.0 content 

0.5 With help, partial success at score 2.0 content but not at score 3.0 content 

0.0 Even with help, no success 
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15. Sources and Research (6 ELA)   W6.7, 8, 9 
4.0 The student could:   

• Elevate the depth of analysis when critiquing the quality and reliability of sources used in the research process 
(for example, review the three sources provided in the Unit 3 Performance Task and explain which of the sources 
is the least reliable and why, followed by reasoning on which of the remaining two texts best supports a claim, p. 
260).  

3.5 In addition to score 3.0 performance, partial success at score 4.0 content 

3.0 The student will: 
T1—W6.7 – Conduct research to answer a question by gathering information from print and digital 
sources (for example, conduct research using reliable print and digital source materials to find evidence, such as 
statistics or quotations from experts, that supports the claim in the argument prompt: “Do the benefits of 
technology outweigh its disadvantages?”, p. 260). 
T2—W6.8 – Assess the credibility of sources to quote or paraphrase information using correct citations and 
provide basic Works Cited information (for example, assess the credibility and accuracy of sources used to 
support the claim on the Unit 3 Performance Based Assessment argument prompt: “Do we rely on technology too 
much?” and incorporate reliable information from the “Research Tool Kit,” pp. R24-25, R30).   
T3—W6.9 – Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support his/her own analysis, reflection, 
and research (for example, draw evidence from the text selections presented in whole- and small-group learning 
that supports the group’s analysis, reflection, and research on the Performance Task prompt, “Do the benefits of 
technology outweigh its disadvantages?”, p. 260).  

2.5 No major errors or omissions regarding score 2.0 content, and partial success at score 3.0 content 

2.0 F1—The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example, source, call number, keyword, 
database, search engine) and perform foundational processes such as: 
• Describe how to use indexes and tables of content to find information in print sources.  
• Identify relevant information in digital and print sources that support the claim in an argument, pp. 267, 491. 
• Demonstrate different methods of finding sources (such as, using a search engine, using a library database, 
browsing library shelves by topic), p. R25. 
F2—The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example, cite, credible, source, domain 
verifiable, publisher/publication date, source) and perform foundational processes such as:  
• Identify the author or organization that wrote an online or print source, p. R33. 
• Determine the differences between website domains .org, .gov, .edu, .com and .net, as well as characteristics of a 
webpage that may indicate that it is not a credible source, p. R26. 
• Describe what makes a source credible and why it is important, pp. 31, R25. 
• Determine how to correctly paraphrase or quote directly from a text to avoid plagiarism:   

o MLA direct quote with author’s name embedded: According to Goodall’s observations, “Some of 
these gestures are just like ours — holding hands, embracing, kissing, patting one another on the back” 
(109). 

o MLA direct quote without author’s name embedded: Another important observation was that “Some 
of these gestures are just like ours — holding hands, embracing, kissing, patting one another on the back” 
(Goodall 109). 

o MLA paraphrase with author’s name embedded: According to Jane Goodall’s experience, it took 
approximately one year before the chimps began to trust her (103). 

o MLA paraphrase without author’s name embedded: It took approximately one year before the chimps 
began to trust her (Goodall 103). 

• Identify the information that needs to be included in a basic Works Cited page, p. R33. 
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F3—The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example, analysis, reflection, research) and 
perform foundational processes such as: 
• Identify evidence in the research process that supports the analysis or reflection.  
• Explain how the selected evidence supports the analysis or reflection of the research.  
• Reflect on personal connection(s) with the research results and/or the research learning process. 

1.5 Partial success at score 2.0 content, and major errors or omissions regarding score 3.0 content 

1.0 With help, partial success at score 2.0 content and score 3.0 content 

0.5 With help, partial success at score 2.0 content but not at score 3.0 content 

0.0 Even with help, no success 
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16. Speaking and Listening (6 ELA) SL6.1, 4, 7 
4.0 The student could: 

• Synthesize the evidence, claims/ideas of others, and individual point of view, to form in-depth and detailed 
reasoning on a specific topic (for example, present an argument answering the question “Should smartphones be 
allowed in schools?”; create a connection between the speaker, audience, and topic in a succinct manner that 
includes high-level academic vocabulary and quality evidence; draw in the audience via passion for the topic while 
maintaining a high level of respect). 

3.5 In addition to score 3.0 performance, partial success at score 4.0 content 
3.0 The student will: 

T1—SL6.1 – Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions with diverse partners building on 
others’ ideas and expressing his/her own clearly (for example, engage in a collaborative class discussion after 
reading the excerpt from My Life with the Chimpanzees by Jane Goodall. Compare and contrast the behaviors of 
humans versus chimpanzees, building on the ideas of others while expressing original ideas and reasoning clearly, 
p.117). 
T2—SL6.4 – Present claims and findings, emphasizing key ideas and details in a focused, coherent manner 
(for example, present claims and findings on the topic, “How can the bonds between people and animals be 
surprising?” in an informative multimedia presentation that is organized in a logical sequence, emphasizing key 
ideas and details, pp.172-173). 
T3—SL6.7 – Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when 
speaking (for example, use presentation techniques to ensure clear speech and proper use of academic language 
and grammar, p. 173). 

2.5 No major errors or omissions regarding score 2.0 content, and partial success at score 3.0 content 
2.0 F1— The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example, collaborate, diverse, expression) and 

perform foundational processes such as: 
• Follow rules for collaborative discussions, track progress toward specific goals and deadlines, and define 
individual roles as needed, pp. 40, 136.  
• Pose open-ended questions that other students can build upon; respond to others’ questions and comments with 
relevant observations and ideas that bring the discussion back on topic as needed, pp. 38, 117. 
• Acknowledge new information expressed by others and, when warranted, modify personal views, pp. 96, 190, 
406. 
• Come to discussions prepared, having read or researched material under study; explicitly draw on that preparation 
by referring to evidence on the topic, text, or issue, to probe and reflect on ideas under discussion, pp. 127, 190.  
F2—The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example, focused, coherent) and perform 
foundational processes such as: 
• Determine the claim(s) and support with evidence from the text to emphasize important information in a clear 
manner, pp. 270, 494. 
F3— The student will recognize or recall specific vocabulary (for example, command, conventions, Standard 
English, usage) and perform foundational processes such as:  
• Identify/use strategies to improve expression in conventional language using Standard English; avoid text talk, 
slang, and abbreviations, p. 173.  
• Maintain consistency in style and tone, p. 59. 

1.5 Partial success at score 2.0 content, and major errors or omissions regarding score 3.0 content 

1.0 With help, partial success at score 2.0 content and score 3.0 content 
0.5 With help, partial success at score 2.0 content but not at score 3.0 content 

0.0 Even with help, no success 
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(6 ELA) We recommend that teachers reinforce the following in class, 

but not formally assess or track progress for them: 

● Demonstrate command of keyboarding skills (W6.6) 

● Use technology to collaborate and interact with others (W6.6) 

● Use technology to produce writing (W6.6) 

● Write routinely over extended time frames and shorter time frames for a range of tasks, purposes, 

and audiences (W6.12) 

● Interpret information presented in diverse media and formats (SL6.2) 

● Distinguish claims that are supported by reasons and evidence from claims that are not (SL6.3)  

● Use appropriate expression, volume, and pitch when making formal and informal presentations 

(SL6.4) 

● Use appropriate eye contact and clear pronunciation when making formal and informal 

presentations (SL6.4) 

● Use non-linguistic representations (e.g. charts, tables, graphs, pictures) to convey information or 

aid comprehension in presentations (SL6.5) 

● Give informal and formal presentations (SL6.6) 

● Adapt speech for context and task, demonstrating formal and informal language when speaking 

(SL6.6) (SL6.8) 

● Demonstrate command of conventions and grammar when speaking (SL6.7a-f) 

● Maintain consistency in style and tone when writing or speaking (SL6.7f) (W6.10g)  

● Use knowledge of language and its conventions when reading to improve comprehension 

(RL6.10, RI6.10) 

● Verify preliminary determination of the meaning of a word or phrase; use context as a clue to the 

meaning of a word or phrase (RL6.11a,d) (RI6.11a,d) 

● Use relationships between particular words to better understand each of the words. (RL6.12b) 

(RI6.12b) 

● Read and comprehend high quality texts (RL6.13) (RI6.13) 

● Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when speaking 

(SL6.7) 
● Any other KCCRS not formally addressed in a covariant target. 
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